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The book is aimed at bringing students from pre-intermediate up to intermediate level, to be
ready to take the IELTS Academic test.
There are twelve units, each with a topic relevant to IELTS questioning. Topics range
through family, money, education, work, different cultures, as examples. The topics and the
tasks within them will hold the interest of students. Illustrations and diagrams are carefully
selected and of course include the inevitable water cycle!
This Student’s Book is accompanied by a Workbook (ISBN: 978-0-00-813566-9) and
students are expected to prepare for class through exercises in the Workbook. This flipped
learning optimises classroom time, freeing it for developing strategies for the test and
building language skills that are particularly necessary for a good test score.
The Student’s book includes IELTS test tips and test information in boxes, IELTS-style
questions for practice, a useful grammar guide and a full practice test. There is also a
listening and reading IELTS answer sheet, good to familiarise the students with before they
see it in the actual test. There is an MP3 audio CD with recordings for listening and speaking
exercises in the Student’s Book and another in the Workbook.
To accompany the Student’s Book there is, as well as the Workbook, a Teacher’s Guide
(ISBN: 978-0-00-813918-6). The Teacher’s Guide provides an answer key for exercises in
the Student’s Book, extra activities, notes on common errors and guidance for lesson plans.
The Teacher’s Guide comes with an audio CD holding more recorded material for the
listening and speaking sections in the Student’s Book and in the Workbook.
In conclusion, the Student’s Book, Workbook and Teacher’s Guide together are to be
recommended for the IELTS preparation class.
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